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Things to Remember In International Shipping Of Household Goods and
Car
Hi i am Akeem jack my professional shipping services company very trusted company in all over word.
Moving to another country or moving back to your native country is a change that should be embraced with arms
wide open. Yes, you might be looking for an easy transition into the change but it usually takes it own time. But
you wouldn’t be changing a few core things now would you- for example, you would not change your car or the
favourite furniture and precious items that you have grown to have sentiments for. Of course you can bring them
along, but with due procedure and process of international shipping. Whether you require shipping car overseas or
international shipping of household goods, you can ask veteran of shipping organizations with untainted record like
that of ours for assistance and we would be more than glad to lend a hand.
Getting the necessary permissions

The ﬁrst thing that you need to remember is that you need several permits, licenses as well as permissions,
depending on the items to be shipped as well as the origin and the destination of the shipment. There are country
speciﬁc international shipping household goods rules which can’t be ignored unless you want your cargo or
shipment to be seized by oﬃcials for unlawfully entering their country. For example, if you are looking to ship your
home plants with soil, that would require tests and permission of the country destination for the plants to be
passed by the oﬃcials.
The details
Apart from the permissions, the other necessary aspect that is needed for the shipment to be made is the
complete package of details of the items being shipped. For example if you are shipping a hair dryer, you would
need to mention the brand, the model number, the serial number, date of receipt of the purchase as well as the
replacement cost of the dryer. Even though this might seem too much to most of the clients, these guidelines form
a crucial part of the shipping rules of several nations.
Even if you are shipping your car, you can get the cost of international car shipping overseas in a few minutes.
But, you would need to get the car properly checked, documented and then shipped in the shipping container. So if
you are looking for the car to be shipped properly, you are deﬁnitely going to require the owner documents, the
insurance as well as the other necessary details if the bank has rolled out for your car as an asset.
Things you can’t ship
Even if you owned some of the following items and want them shipped, you might not be able to ship them as they
are banned in several countries-

1. Explosives
2. Pressurized cans
3. Flammable liquids
4. Arms and ammunitions
Shipping these items can attract the attention of the authorities and can cause several legal complications for you
if the proper documentation or permissions are not found. After all, anything that poses a threat to the staﬀ of the
shipping ﬁrm or the oﬃcials shall not be allowed.
If you remember the details, you can easily get all your items and goods shipped with ease.
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